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ABSTRACT

S A method of measuring thickness of an optical, disc by using

:an. interference effect of the optical. disc layer is. disclosed.

T he method includes detecting an intensity of a ref lective .light

according to a wavelength of .a light..as spectrum data for. each

.wavelength, converting the ,'detected spectrum data for each

wavelength into a spectrum value' as a function of a. wavelength

that a refractive index is reflected, and detecting a position

where' the intensity of the .reflective .light.. has a kpeak as a

S thickness of a spacer er: ad a overlayer r esp'etively by

converting. the converted value into a length of an interference

area for representing a layer thickness of the optical .disc by

the Fast .Fourier Transform. The disclosed method has advantages:

for high precisely measuring -thickinss of. an optical disc.



METHOD FOR MEASURING THICKNESS OF AN OPTICAL DISC

(0001) This application claims the behefit of: the Koreat

Applicationi. No. P2003-40312 filed on June 20, 2003,. which is

hereby incorporated by reference.

BACKGROUND OF THE iVENTION

Field of the ienttion

(0002 :The present invenition relates to. a method for.

measuring thickness of an optical disc,: and more particularly, to

a method: for measuring thickness of an optical disc from a

position. of a peak value of a reflective ight in ari :interference

area obtained froin Fast Fourier. Transform (hereinafter referred

to as F.T) of a reflective spectrum at an axis :being reflected by

.a reflective iidex. as a function. of wavelength.

Des iatir x the Related. Ait

100031 Util the present, there are recording media such as a

magnetic recording tape, a Laser Dis Di and Comupact Disc

a opticl discs, and Digital Video Disc (hereinafter

rfeerred to as DVD) with a vast information recoding capacity.

Since the optical disc among the :recording media utilizes a

digital recording system different from previous magnetic
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recording tape and has very small volume. and a light weigt, the

Soptical disc is convenient to keep and carry so that a :user,

prefers .the .optical disc more. other. recording:medium.

::00041: Moreover, according to a trend of high density and'

Shigh integration together with development of industry,. aBlu-ray

S Dnisc (BD) as a High Density DVD (HD-DVD) with: integration higher

than the present DVD is under investigation: and .development.

However, any product should be used without error., and if the:

.quality :of the product deteriorates, a. maker :.who: manufactures the..

product .loses his reliability.. This case causes more .series

problem .in the..optical disc having, minute signal characteristics.

and brings inferior quality originated from error of thickness of

a: disc, scratch, deformity, fingerprint, .and attachment of

fboreign .material during :manufacturing of the product.

S 005] More especially, the. thickness. of a disc is a major

factor: affecting the productivity and the reliabiliity, and it is

.:necessary to measure the thickness in. real, time for processing

control in manufacturing process. 

00:6 The optical disc can be.treated as a thin film. If the:-

thickness of. the thin film is under :several pgm,. the measurement

:of the thickness depends :on a quantitative measurement such as a

.:thin f:ilm analysis by ellipsometry and measurement of ireflection

S. :factor', and.if the thickness of a relative thick thin film equal.

to and greater that. several m: is :analyzed, .it i's .used a:
to' tnag natertha e i



measurement method f or measuring thickness: from. a vibration

penriodappead in a reflective or transparent spectrum due to a

interference, -eff ect by the 
thin film.

10007]1 At that time, the wavelength resolving or the.

coherency of a monochromator :deteriorates, but there is a

valuable use of a method for obtaining a vibration pe

:frequencY) of the spectrum by the interferne n and det rm.fing

the thickness of the thin film from the obtained vibraztidl period.

Aoweverl, if thick thin film, since: ne ,cessary: time to. estimate. the

thickness of the thin film increases because of appearance of a

value with large period. In order to response to demands. from the

industries to wish to rapidy measure the thickness of the thick

thin :,film, the conventional FFT is utilized as :a rapid.

measurement for the vibration period of the spectrum.

1008] Fig. 1 illustrates a schematic construction. of the.

c Qnvention-al apparatus for measuring the thickness of a. thin film

(0 009]j.. 'As illustrated in FIG. 1, according :to thi apparatus.

for measuring the thickness of the thin. film by measuring a

ref lectivity spectrum, the: light from a halogen 1amp 12 is

pojected on a substrate 30 with a thin film 32 through-one 22 of

optLcal- f ibers' 20 and a lens 26* in perpendicular -dirction a

r:ieflected light from the substrate 20 is transmitted to a

spectrograph 42 through the lens 26 and another 24 of the optical

fibrs 20., the spectrograph:.42 splits the light reflected from,a



surface of a sample on the substrate 30 according to the

intens.ity of each wavelength, and the split light goes into an

optical measuring element arrangdment 44 so that the luminance

intens.i.ty at each wavelength is supplied to a computer 6 46. The

computer 46. can measure the thickness of the thin film by .using a

variety of. ways by using the luminance intensity 'at each

wavelength as spectrum data.

(0o0.o0 FIGs. 2A and 2B.are views il-lustrating a ca se: that the

.refractive index .is applied when the thickness is measured by the

conventiohal method, FIG. 2A is a graph showing a luminous

intensity data spectrum at each wavelength supplied to a: computer

according to the conventional method, and FIG. 2B is gat graph of

Fast Fourier Transform of the reflectivity spectrum by using FIG.

2A.

b 001JY As, illustrated in FIGs. 2A. and 2B, since AX can be

selected, where AX is m times with respect to a :speciflic

wavelength X and m-l times. with respect to..near. wavelength +tAX,

:the :thickess d of a specific layer in::the .spectrum data

adcording, to the refractive index can be represented the

f ollowing equation 1.

E01o-2] [Equation 1]

o[0013] At the condition AA.t<«

-0141 2nd. mA and if expaded,

10015 mn=(m +mAA-(A+AA)
4
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mA)A A A2

therefore, becomes m (2 A2)/AA,

00 where, 2nd t A2)/A2 2/A 

Since multiplication 2nd and A/I is 1 (one), if, in the experiment, a relationship

function between the reflectivity intensity and A(1/A) can be obtained, an FFT function

Swith respect the 2 d corresponding to transform factor of A(1/2) by taking the FFT wholly.

Where, a d value where a peak appears is the thickness we wish to obtain.

For reference, the description for the FFT is represented to a generalised equation

as follows.

A relationship equation between the intensity I and the wavelength A becomes

I g(A 

If applying the FFT to both sides, then the equation can be expressed as following

equation 2.

[Equation 2]

FFT{I} FFT gA gA 2A d(2nd) h(2nd).

However, since the conventional method does not consider the refractive index

dispersion of thin film material, the gap between peaks decreases gradually. More

especially, according to the conventional art, there are disadvantages that since the

refractive index is varied by depending upon the



wavelength, thickness values obtained according to the refractive

index for dividing a Fourier peak position are varied and

:reduction of size and, increment of a, idth of the peak are 'caused.

[007] Thus, since .the materials. consist of an actual :thin

film has 'a wavelength dependency of the refractive index. that is

S since .there: is a refractive index dispersion. of., the thin film,:

:the energy difference by the interference between .two lights at a

Sfrequency period is. not uniform. With this reason, the width of

::the .peak., of. the frequency that is "obtained when the Fast Fourier.

Transform of the reflective spectrum is wider according to degree

Sof the: refractive index dispersion, and the measuring error for

obtaining the .thickness of the thin film because of the imprecise

.position of .the peak. is increase. Therefore, in order to

precisely imeasure the thickness of the thin film, the refractive

.index dispersion should be considered.

S"OUM(RY QF THE .FJVNTION

:0 -;[O028] :Accordingly, the.. present invention is diredted to a

method for measuring thickness of an optical disc:. that

substantially obviates: one or more .problems due to limitations

and. disadvahtages of the related art.

::129 i :An object of the present invention is to provide a

.method. for high precisely measuring..thickness of an optica.l disc

ith a: rapid speed by using a position .of peak valu.e of .a
6



reflected light in an interference area obtained by Fast Fourier

Transform of a variation of. refractive index according to a

wavelength, that is, a spectrum being reflected with .the

refractive index as a function of the wavelength.

[0030] Another object of the present invention is to provide

an improved method .for high precisely measuring thickness of. an:

optical -disc by keeping accuracy of determining a peak position,

as well as preventing the.expansion of a width of the peak when

:the Fourier. Transform even when a :reflecting film is :formed on.a

substrate at. a uniform area ratio by a reflective light .or

'multiple thin .films are .formed on the substrate.

.00311] Another object of the present invention is to provide

a .method for precisely measuring thickness of an optical disc to

be applicable not only a reflective :index spectrum but also any

Sother spectrum vibrated by .an .interference of :a thick..thin film

S. such :as a transmittance spectrum.

00 :I32] Additiohal advantages;, objects, and features of the

S .inivention will be .set forth :in part' in the description which

follows and in part will become apparent to those having ordinary

s kill in the art upon examiination of the following, or may: be

learned from practice of the .invention. The. bjectives. and .other

advantages of the invention may.be realized :and attained by:the.

structure particularly pointed: out in the written descriptionr.and

claims hereof as well as the appended drawings.
7



j0033 .To achieve these objects and other advantages *and in

accordance .with the purpose, of. the invention, as embodied and.

broadly described herein, a method for mekasurin g thickbes:s of an

optical disc by using an interference ef:fect of the optical disc

layer, includes the steps of :detecting an intensity .of a

reflective .light according to. a wavelength of a light as a

Sspectrum data for each..wavelength, converting the .detected

sjpectrum 7data for each wavelength -into a. spectrum value as a.

function of a wavelength that a refractive index is .reflected,

and detecting a pbsition where the: intensity of the reflective-

ight has a peak. as a 'thickness -f a spacer layer and a cover

ler :respectively. by converting the converted value into a

length of an interference area.a for representing a. layer thickness

of the optical disc by the Fast Fourier Transform.

in0034 In another aspect of the present invention, the

_spectrum value as a fuinction of a wavelength that a refractive

index is reflected prefers to be n(A)/2A.

(00351 It is to be understood that both the foregoig general

description and the following detailed description of: the present

invention are exemplary and explanatory and. are intended to

provide further explanation of .the invention as claimed.

8 



BRIEF DESCRIPION OF :TH DRAWNGS

LO0O36: .The. accompanying drawings which are included to

provide a further understanding of the invention and :are

incorporated in and constitute a part of this application,

illustrate embodiment(s) of the invention and together with the

descripti n serve to explain the prindiple of the invention. In

the: drawings:

S [00371. FIG. 1 illustrates a schematic construction of an

apparatus for measuring thickness of a thin film of an optical

disc: according to a related art;

t0038] :FIG. 2A illustrates a. graph showing a luminous

intensity in each wavelength supplied ,to a computer according to

the' related art;

00391 FIG. 2B illustrates a graph of Fast Fourier Transform

of: the reflectivity -spectrum by using: FIG:. 2A.

[00.403. FIG. 3 illustrates a flowchart showing a. methoda. f or

measuring thickhess of an optical disc according to the present

invention;

[041] FG. 4 illustrates a lateral constructive view of an

optical disc for a High Density-DVD' according to the presehnt 

invention;

[00421 FIG. S5A illustrates a graph :showing .spectrumi:: data. by

wavelength by measUring an: intensity of a reflective light

.9



accordihg to a wavelength of a light:according to the present

invention;

(00431 FIG. 5B illustrates a graph setting the reflective.

light as .a vertical axis and. a value that a refractive; index. is

reflected by a function of a wavelength as a horiiontal axis by

using FIG. 

10044) FIG. 5C illustrates a Fast Fourier Transform graph o

the spectrum by wavelength by using.FIG. 

to045] FIG. 6 illustrates a graph showing a refractive index

dispersion curve of a dielectric thin film with a thicknes§s 

and

;O0046]1 FIGS. 7A and 7B illustrate graphs showing .intervals

betwen the reflective spectrums with respect to energy through

wether -the refractive, index dispersion. of the. dielectric thin

film is considered or not.

DETAIID DESCRIPTTf0 OF THE I!TliENON

[0047 Reference will now be made in detail to .the prferred

embodiments,: of the present invention, examples of which are

illustratedi .the accompanying drawings.

100403 FIG. 3 illustrates a flowchart shoiing a method for

measuring. thickness of an optical disc according to the present

_invertion, FIG. 4 illustrates a lateral constructive view of an

optical disc for a High. DensityDVD. according to the present



invention, :FIG. 5A' illustrates a graph showing spectrum data by

wavelength: by measuring an intensity of a reflective .light

according to a wavelength of* a light according to the piesent

invention, FIG. 5B illustrates a graph setting the reflective.

light as a vertical axis and a value that a refractive index is

reflected by 'a function of a wavelength as a horizontal axis by

*using:.FIG. SA, and FIG. SC illustrates a Fast Fourier Transform

.graph of the spectrum by.wavelength by. using FIG. 

[0049) FIG. 4 illustrates the optical disq for a High Pensity

DVD (h reinafter referred to. 'HD-DVD) appeared before the

footl1ights as a next generation optical recording medium recent.

As illustrated in FIG. 4, major layers of the HD.-DVD are a cover

aIyer (CL) 32a of thickness. about: 80 m and. a spacer layer (SL)

32b having thickness of lc4m, below the.cover layer 32a;

1005:01 An apparatus for measuring thickness :off the optical

disc, as illustrated in FIG. 1, includes a light source, an

optical fiber, a lens, a substrate with a thinri .film, a

::imonochromator, an optical measuring element. arrangement, and a

computer.

(0051 By using the optical disc thickness. measuring

apparatus constructed as described above, the thickness .f the

HD-DVD used as a sample for: measurement is detected as .spectrum

data by wavelength by detecting, an intensity of the reflective

11
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light according to the wavelength of the light (Step S10). The detected data are illustrated in

00 FIG. 
(1

Before the Fast Fourier Transform for the thickness measurement, taking that the

c  refractive index varies according to the wavelength into consideration, the detected spectrum

O data by wavelength is converted into spectrum data that the refractive index is reflected into the

function of wavelength (Step S20). At that time, an equation for processing the spectrum that the

refractive index is reflected into the function of wavelength can be expressed the following

equation 3.

[Equation 3]

2n(2)d mA

2n(A A)d (m 1)(A AA)

If developing the above second equation, then

2n(2)d 2And mA mAA A AA

where, An n(A if substituting the upper equation into the first equation and

developing the substituted first equation, then

m (2And AA)+ (A A)/AA if substituting the first equation, then

2n(2)d (2AAnd/AA) AA2)/AA)

2(n(A) An AA)d (A AA/)MAA)

(222 AA)((n(A)AA AAn)/A 2 (A AA)A./AA

2A(n(A)/A)d (A AA)/A 1 AVA I 



(00641. where,. the latest term can be neglected by applying a

first order approximation.

.00651 By using function relationship with respect to

of the intensity of. the light' obtained acdording..to. the

equation as described above, the apparatus can obtain :the

spectrum data that the .refractive index is reflected into the

function of wavelength, where FIG. 5B illustrates :a graph setting.

the reflective light as a vertical axis and a value .('A)/2Athat a

refractive index is reflected by a function of a wavelenth as a

horizontal axis.

C00 Finally, if the converted data -in the previous step is.

converted into. a lengthof an interference: area for representing

the thickness -of .the optical disc :through the Fast. Fourier

Transfform, then a. position where the intensity of the reflected

light has a. peak value. The position of each detected eak.value

becomes the thickness of the spacer layer and the cover' layer

(St p- S3) 

[0067]. FIG. SC illustrates a graph -of takes a vertical axis

as the intensity of the light by the Fast Forier Transform and a

rbzontal axis 'as the interference .area representing:.;the

thickne-ss.

(0066] As illustrated in FIG. SC, a peak value a pperedat a

position of dl on the horizontal axis is a value appeared. when a:

refractive -index nj with respect to the spacer layer. .is xpressed

13



as function of wavelength of and. converted by the Fast

Fourier .Transform, and a value of' a position where the peak value

appears represents the thickhess of the.. spacer layerI of. the

optical disc. Meanwhile, a peak value appeared at a position of:

d2 on the vertical axis is a value appeared when a refractive

indxk n2 with respect to the cover layer is expressed as a

function of wavelength of ni(X) and .converted by. the Fast Fourier

Transform; nd a value of a position where the peak value appears

represent the thickness of the-cover. layer of the optical disc.

(00691 The measurement of the: thickness. of the optical disc

by"using' the :Fast Fourier Transform by :reflecting the re*ractive

index into a function of wavelength according to the: present

invention will be described. in detail through experimental values

by using the thickness of the thii.film.

1.00701,: FIG. 6 illustrates a graph showing a refiactive index

dispersion curve of a dielectric thin film. with a thickness 

[0071: :As illustrated in FIG. 6, by reflecting the refractive

inex dispersion when the Fast Fourier Transform is perforrted, it

can be understood that the peak width decreases and:the peak. size

increases through the reflectivity spectrum .nalysis ,by the

dielectric thin film with a thickess of 3Pgm. At that time, the

diielectric thin film is defined as sole thin film to exist in

amb-ient without a substrate layer for. upportng -the dielectric

thin film.

14



f0072: This fact appears more remarkably after perfrmining the

Fast Fourier Transform to cases whether the refractive index is:

reflected or not. Referring to FIGs. 7A and 7B,: FIG. 7A

illustrates a Fast Fourier Tranorm graph of the reflective

spectrum when the refractive index dispersion of the dielectric

thin film is not considered, and FIG.. 7B illustrates a Fast

Fourier Transform graph of the reflective spectrum when the

refractive index dispersion of the dielectric thin f:ilm is

reflected as a function of wavelength.

E0073] As illustrated in FIGs. 7A 'and 7B, in a Fast. 'Fourier

Transfor graph when the. refractive .index dispersion is. reflected,

the peak width largely decreases from 1.61jpm to 0.44gm, while the

-peak size-ihcreases about 1.7 times. These increment of. the peak

size and decrement of .the peak width are reasonable from which a

vibration -interval of the. reflective index spectrum becomes

uniform when -the refractive iadex dispersion is drflected so that

cIeatly represents the effect of the Fast Fourier Transform

considering the. refractive index.

[0074] Another effect obtained. when the refractive index

dispe drsion is considered appears. at a thickness 'value obtained

after the Fast Fourier Transform. FIG. 7A .illustrates the graph

representirg the horizontal axis with the thickness by f ixing the

refractive index to n=1.6 and: performing. the Fast Fourier

:Triansform. Since the dielectric thin. film has different



refractive index according to the wavelength as illustrated in

FIG 6, t he obtained thickness value varies: according. to: the

refractive index for dividing a Fourier peak position.

O 0715]. Therefore, that the thicknes value 310.l1un estimated'

from the peak in FIG.. 7A is different from the actual thickness

o.71m,. is caused by which the. used refractive index n=l.6 does

nor reflect properly an effective refractive index of the:

reflectivity spectrum ranges the region of 500nm to 900nm, and

can be regarded an error basically :comes from not taking the.:

refract-ive index dispersion into consideration.

t00761 However, .since the refractive *idex dispersion is

precisely reflected in FIG. 7B illustrating the Fast Fourier

transform graph for considering the refractive index dispersion,

a pecise thickness value of 30.-0.m is estimated so that rapid.-

analyzing speed and a high preise .thickness measurement .:can be

achieved.

10077'.1 As described above,' the method for measuring thickness

of an. optical disc by using the interference effect of the

optical disc.'s layer has' advantages as. follows.

[0078 Fitst, in the measurement of 'the thickness of the

optical disc. through the peak value position of the reflected

1ight in. the interference area obtained. by the FaSt Fourier

'Trasform :of the reflectivity. Spectrum. in which the refractive

index dispersi6n of the thin film is reflected by adding an extra

16



refractive index, the measurement of the thickness of the optical

disc can be performed precisely during keeping a rapid analyzing

speed so that .the reliability of the meauring apparatus can be

inreasednd and. the productivity can be als.enhance.

[0079] Second,.according to the present invention, regardless

of type anst ucture of the disc, a reflective. layer of uniform

area ratio formed on a substrate, or -multiple layer thin film

formed onthe substrate, the thickness of the optical disc can be

measured .with a high precision and a. rapid analyzing speed as

well as the measuring .method of the present iinvention can be

applied to A spectrum having, a vibration by the interference of

the thick thin film such as a transmittance spectrum,. so that

through dema s for demanding a real-time measurement and a

pir cise analysis from the industries can be corresponded by means

of the rapid analyzing speed and the high precise measurement of

hth thfckneess of the optical disc, and the competition: power in

the local and abroad markets. can be enhanced.

100801 It will be apparent to those skilled in the rt than

various modifications and variations can be miade in the -present

invention. Thus, it is.intended that the present invetion covers

the: modificatibns and variations of this: invention provided they
cot appended.,..claims

coe withi the scope of the appended lams and :their

'quI valents.:

17



THE CLAIMS DEFINING THE INVENTION ARE AS FOLLOWS:

1. A method for measuring thickness of an optical disc by

using an interference effect of the optical disc layer,
00

comprising the steps of:

detecting an intensity of a reflective light according to a

S wavelength of a light as spectrum data for each wavelength;

converting the detected spectrum data for each wavelength

into a spectrum value as a function of a wavelength. that a

refractive index is reflected; and

3 detecting a position where the--intensity of the reflective

light has a peak as a thickness of a spacer layer and a cover

layer respectively by converting the converted value into a

length of an interference area for representing a layer thickness.

of the optical disc by the Fast Fourier Transform.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the spectrum value as a

function of a wavelength that a refractive index is reflected is

n(A)/2A2 

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the optical disc layer

comprises the spacer layer with a refractive index n. and the

cover layer with a refractive index n2 different from the

refractive index nl.
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4. The method of claim 3, wherein respective positions di and d2 where the intensity

of the light obtained by reflecting the refractive index into a function of a wavelength

become a peak value are obtained as the thickness.

The method of claim 1, wherein in converting step, an equation for processing the

spectrum that the refractive index is reflected into the function of wavelength is expressed

as following;

2n(A)d mA

2n(A AA)d (m 1)(2 AA)

wherein, d is a thickness, n is a refractive index, X is wavelength, and m is integer

value.

6. An optical recording medium, wherein the optical recording medium applied by

one of previous claims.

DATED this 1st day of December, 2004

LG Electronics Inc.

by DAVIES COLLISON CAVE
Patent Attorneys for the Applicant
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